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Best practice: Use HARPA within 
embedded applications 

1 Introduction 
This deliverable is included in task T5.3 which objective is the installation of HARPA environment into 

the specific system infrastructures runs on the selected HPC and embedded platforms. 

This report focuses on detailing the steps needed to install HARPA in the embedded environments. In 

particular, for each application developed in the project the following steps are performed: 

 Analysis of application infrastructure for HARPA use, 

 Customization of application infrastructure for HARPA environment. 

 Installation of HARPA-OS layer and RTE into the application infrastructure, 

 Configuration and finalizing of the embedded and HPC codes running within HARPA 

environment. 

The application developed by TCS concerns the implementation of a spectrum sensing functionality 

inside mobile terminals. The application developed by Henesis consists in the creation of a smart-bridge 

for the Beesper network able to remotely process data collected using the wireless sensor network and 

on-site cameras for landslide and rockfall monitoring. 

The following part of this document presents an evaluation of the embedded platforms after the first 

tests. The final part of this document drafts foreseen validation strategies of the applications in the 

HARPA environment. 
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2 High-End ES domain application: Spectrum 

sensing (TCS) 
Within the HARPA project, TCS studies the implementation of a spectrum sensing functionality inside 

mobile terminals. A general description of the concepts and usage of spectrum sensing has been already 

provided in deliverable D5.1 [Harpa-D5.1]. This is an expected evolution of spectrum monitoring, which 

feasibility is highly dependent of power and reliability of future low power embedded platforms. Also we 

expect to evaluate the impact of different resource mapping on thermal and power consumption 

2.1 Application infrastructure for HARPA use 
The Thales application is GSM sensing application. This spectrum sensing application is the basis 

function of cognitive and opportunistic radio access technologies. Spectrum sensing aims at exploring 

the frequency spectrum to get information about unused frequency bands, to later perform radio 

frequencies allocation. 

The proposed use case is a sensing application that aims at detecting GSM signals within a wide band 

acquisition. It can be divided in the following three main steps as shown in below figure with the average 

complexity and memory usage: 

1. Signal preparation through wideband filtering, in baseband transposition as well as in the signal 

channelization 

2. Processing of “each” channelized digital signal consisting in the parameter estimation and in 

the measurement at signal amplitude bandwidth modulation parameters 

3. Processing of “each” symbol consisting in the demodulation of the signal and in the 

measurement of the symbol stream code parameter 

 

 
Figure 1: Sensing global functional architecture for GSM sensing 
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The whole system is composed of 3 parts: 

 The sensing application is running into the HARPA-OS. 

 Another algorithm representative of those used in software defines radio (SDR). 

 The system Monitor 

The SDR representative Algorithm runs outside the HARPA environment to cause the reconfiguration 

of the application, while the system monitor measures the CPU load and the temperature of the platform. 

This configuration can be represented by the following figure. 

 

 

2.1.1 HARPA specific application customization 
The first application has been developed in C sequential code as the reference implementation. A 

second version has been parallelized in order to use all the four cores of the i.MX6 platform.  

The sensing application has been made to be reconfigurable. Two different scenarios have been 

defined. The first one is a high sensitivity scenario including the high dynamic parameters, a time base 

line of time/10. The second one using low dynamic parameters with a time base line of time /100. 

Depending on the profile selected, the sample frequency could be 25.6 MHz (Quarter Band), 51.2 MHz 

(Half Band) or 102.4 MHz (Full Band). 

To measure the reconfiguration of the application a specific profile name “HARPA” has been created. 

The two scenarios of this profile are: 

 High sensitivity 

o Quarter Band 

o Number of sample in buffer:  256000 (that correspond to 0.01s by sample) 

o Number of Input sample of the Real Signal: 100 * Number of sample in buffer (1s of real 

signal) 

o Percentage to Analyze: 20 % 

 Low sensitivity 

o Quarter Band 

o Number of sample in buffer:  256000 (that correspond to 0.01s by sample) 

o Number of Input sample of the Real Signal: 60 * Number of sample in buffer (0.6s of 

real signal) 

o Percentage to Analyze: 10 % 

Sensing 
SDR 

representative  
Algorithm 

SYSTEM 
MONITO

R 

HARPA-OS / HARPA-
RTE 

KERNEL LINUX 

HARDWARE 

Figure 2 : Sensing application inside the whole system 
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The parameter allows reducing or increasing the resource needed by the application, while by adding 

a management of the hardware resource the system will gain in stability. 

The recipes in HARPA-OS provide the possibility of specifying different pre-defined hardware 

resources assignment configurations for the given application. By this way, the GSM sensing application 

can have two different AWM (Application Working Modes) corresponding to the High sensitivity and to 

the Low sensitivity. The recipe made for this application is represented in the following figure. 

 

 
Figure 3 : Recipe in HARPA-OS for the GSM sensing application 

This recipe allows the reconfiguration of the CPU and the memory during the run time to the following 

value 

 Low sensitivity mode 

o CPU 300 (3 core) 

o Memory 75 Mb 

 High sensitivity mode 

o CPU 400 (4 core) 

o Memory 100 Mb 

  

<?xml version="1.0"?> 

< HARPA OS recipe_version="0.8"> 
 <application priority="4"> 

  <platform id="org.linux.cgroup"> 

   <awms> 

    <awm id="0" name="Low" value="75"> 

     <resources> 

      <cpu> 

       <pe qty="300"/> 

       <mem units="Mb" qty="75"/> 

      </cpu> 

     </resources> 

    </awm> 

    <awm id="1" name="High" value="100"> 

     <resources> 

      <cpu> 

       <pe qty="400"/> 

       <mem units="Mb" qty="100"/> 

      </cpu> 

     </resources> 

    </awm> 

   </awms> 

  </platform> 

 </application> 

</ HARPA OS> 
<!-- vim: set tabstop=4 filetype=xml : --> 
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2.1.2 Installation of HARPA-OS layer and RTE into application 
The application has been developed to be run time reconfigurable. For that propose, the parameters 

are scalable to define two different scenarios (low sensitivity and high sensitivity) describes in the 

previous part. Numbers of modifications have been made to wrap this application with the HARPA 

environment. The main function of the application has been split to match with the member functions of 

the C++ class exported by the HARPA-OS application runtime library (OnSetup(), OnConfigure(), 

OnRun(), OnMonitor()).  

For the integration of the HARPA-OS some modifications of the application were needed. The most of 

the work was to change the declaration of variable to make them compliant with the middleware. The 

most of the modifications was in the creation and the synchronization of the thread to bind the number 

of active threads to the amount of CPU cores assigned. The access to global variable has been 

rearranged due to the split of the code in many different functions (OnSetup(), OnConfigure(), OnRun(), 

OnMonitor()) . The code of the application was modified to allow the different part of the application to 

access to the common variable.  

Some functionalities are included in the HARPA-OS so the application does not need to do these 

actions. For example, the application does not need any more to modify the frequency of the platform. 

The standalone application changes the Operating point of the platform to adapt the frequency and the 

voltage to the quality of service needed. The HARPA-OS is in charge of this functionality so this part 

has been removed of the application. The management of the CPU frequency was previously made by 

a part of the application. This part was doing performance statistics and was modifying the operating 

point. The function OnMonitor() of the HARPA-OS is now managing the monitoring of the performance 

of the application. In the same way the measure of time was made to validate the time of each part of 

the application. These measure are now transparently performed by the HARPA-OS runtime library, 

during the execution of the application.  

 

The integration of the HARPA-OS application execution model has been made following the approach 

sketched in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4 : Integration of the Harpa-OS inside the Sensing application 

2.2 Analysis of HARPA performance 
The installation of the HARPA-OS on the selected Platform allows making the first measurement to 

compare the gain of performance due to the use of the HARPA environment. 

 

2.2.1 Hardware platform evaluation 
The GSM sensing application has been made to run on the Freescale i.MX6 platform. This platform is 

described in the deliverable D5.2 [Harpa-D5.2]. The i.MX6 has a GPP part composed of a quad cores 

cortex A9 and the Embedded-GPU is a Vivante GC2000. The THALES application has been defined to 

run on the GPP.  
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Figure 5 : i.MX6 Quad Block Diagram 

 

This platform is running a Linux OS made with the option to be compliant with the HARPA-OS.  

 

The ARM Cortex A9 quad-core CPU, available on the i.MX6 platform has 3 different operating points, 

which are 996MHz, 792MHz and 396MHz. The quality of service manager helps to configure the 

application based on a requested quality of service (QoS). It is also able to reconfigure application based 

on outcome results. The reconfiguration of the application allows the application to change the operating 

point depending on the quality of service. The following table is a comparison of the power consumption 

related of the different operating points. Two DVFS drivers are described in the following table: the Linux 

DVFS driver (CPUFreq) is provided by Freescale and the HDS DVFS driver by Thales. This driver is a 

DVFS driver completely rewritten to improve the frequency scaling performance, compared to the 

baseline CPUFreq one. 

 

 996MHz 792MHz 396MHz 

Voltage 

(V) 

Power 

(W) 

Voltage 

(V) 

Power 

(W) 

Voltage 

(V) 

Power 

(W) 

CPUFreq DVFS driver 1,27 0,505 1,168 0,328 0,967 0,105 

HDS DVFS driver 1,227 0,437 1,124 0,31 0,922 0,095 

Table 1 : Peak Power Consumption and input voltage at different OPP by using different DVFS drivers 
on i.MX6Q-SDP 
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The following figure is a comparison of the power consumption at the different operating points.  

 

 
Figure 6 : Power consumption comparison at Full Load 

The previous plot shows the comparison of the power consumption of the two different drivers (HDS 

DVFS and CPU). The red curves correspond the CPUfreq driver and the green one is for the HDS driver. 

This plot corresponding to the first step of the DVFS driver development, on the switching time has been 

improved. The reduction of the switching time allows to increase the performance and to reduce the 

power consumption. The second step was to adjust the voltage to put the green curve bellow the red 

one. The optimization of the voltage allows having better energy consumption. 

This platform evaluation will allow measuring the consumption improvement due to the HARPA-OS. 

 

2.3 Foreseen validation strategies 
Running the HARPA-OS on the i.MX6 platform allow us to compare the platform usage with and without 

this middleware. By using the HARPA-OS we expect to have a control of overall system power 

consumption, given a certain budget goal. To validate this strategy, different test will be made on this 

embedded platform: 

 Measure of the CPU load with and without the HARPA environment when the sensing 

application is running, to ensure the sustainability of the overhead introduced by HARPA-OS; 

 Measure of the effect of the reconfiguration of the system when the sensing application is 

running into the HARPA-OS. Another algorithm will run on the platform to charge the CPU and 

force the reconfiguration of the Sensing application. 

 Measure of the power consumption reduction when the HARPA-OS is used. 

 Measure of the temperature difference by using the HARPA-OS. 

The results of these tests will show the profits to use the HARPA-OS on this platform. 
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3 Low-End ES domain application: Beesper 

landslide multimodal monitoring device (HEN) 
The application targeted by Henesis consists in bringing “intelligence” to the field of landslide and 

rockwall monitoring by creating a smart-bridge for the Beesper network able to process data remotely, 

using machine learning and artificial intelligence techniques, collected using the wireless sensor network 

and on-site cameras.  A general description of the concepts of and usage of the system has been already 

provided in deliverable D5.1 [Harpa-D5.1]. 

Henesis is looking at alternative computing platforms which would provide the computational power 

needed to  

1. analyze a set of different inputs in almost real-time so to reduce network traffic (thus a more 

robust system), faster response time; 

2. allow real-time monitoring and to implement site surveillance. 

 The system must also be able to optimize power consumption, in order to be deployed in remote areas 

with power supply provided by only solar power and battery. 

In particular, the applications developed for the HARPA project are 

1. Target-based landslide movements monitoring, using frequent images from cameras, and 

feature extraction, using machine vision and particle-swarm-optimization; 

2. Markerless rockfall and rockwall composition identification, using frequent images from 

cameras, through machine vision feature extraction and machine learning classification; 

3. Dilatation of a rockwall analysis, through machine learning using data from a wireless sensor 

network; 

4. Network traffic manager (support application); 

5. Power monitor and board monitor logger (support application). 

A specific installation of the system may be composed by only a subset of those application, depending 

on the monitoring requirements. 

Moreover, those applications have different priorities and scalable complexity while the hardware 

system may have varying available resources, in particular solar power availability, internal temperature 

and remaining battery life. 

The artificial intelligence system will be able to adapt itself to each landslide condition, by performing 

the training of the system on the specific location, thus adapting the internal memory. This process will 

lead to better performance, plus lowering the cost of the solution and the time to market, with respect to 

a custom made system for each landslide scenario.  

 

The selected location to test the HARPA system is Pietra di Bismantova (Figure 9), a famous touristic 

location for climbers and excursionists in the district of Castelnovo ne' Monti (Reggio Emilia, Italy). This 

location is already monitored using a Beesper system, comprising cameras and wireless sensor network 

since January 2015. The current system does not perform any computation on board of the sensors, 

nor the collector of the data, but simply collect the data and send it to the Beesper web server for further 

processing. Moreover, the availability of this installation allows us to have an extremely valuable dataset, 

in order to develop and tune the machine learning algorithms powering the processing on board of the 
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HARPA system. This allow us to have also a real-world comparison of the HARPA system with respect 

to the current solution. 

The Beesper wireless sensor network system is composed by a set of sensor nodes, installed on the 

rockwall (Figure 10), and one “bridge” node that collects the data from the sensors and send it to the 

Beesper web server. The commercial version of the HARPA system will be composed of the ARM-based 

processing platform (running HARPA-OS) integrated in a Beesper Bridge, thus creating the new 

Beesper SmartBridge. Nevertheless, given the critical nature of the current monitor system and the 

physical impossibility to replicate the whole set of Beesper sensors on the rockwall, it has been decided 

to keep using the current Beesper Bridge and current set of sensor nodes. The current setup already 

uploads the collected data to a remote Beesper database server. To access the most recent data, the 

HARPA system query the Beesper webserver. This solution doesn't hinder with the validation of the 

HARPA system since, from its points of view, the wireless sensor network data is an input of the 

application and it is not the focus of the HARPA-OS optimization. The actual connection between the 

two different Beesper system in place is represented in Figure 7. 

 

The prototype system has been assembled and tested in Henesis headquarters and it is shown in 

Figure 8. 

After the testing phase it has been installed by Henesis staff at Pietra di Bismantova beside the current 

system as shown in Figure 11. 

In particular, the following components have been installed on the existing pole: 

 a new weather resistant box containing 

o Odroid-XU3 ARM-board running HARPA-OS and all applications 

o Battery YUASA NP24-12I (lead acid rechargeable battery (VRLA), 12V, 24Ah) 

o solar charger (with serial logging output for actual power values) EPsolar Tracer1215BN 

(12-24V auto work - Max PV input power 130W@12V - RS485 communication) 

o a DC/DC converter Mean Well SD-50A-5 DC/DC  (Vin 12V - Vout 5V - Power 50W) 

 2 solar panel modules (max 2x20W) Photon PM020 

 a camera USB uEye 4.92 Mpix (2560 x 1920 pixels) color in a IP 30 casing 

This new system has been connected to the existing Ethernet router that provides Internet connection. 

Moreover, it has not been connected to the main power, since it is powered exclusively by the solar 

panels and battery, in order to exploit and test specific HARPA features. 

 

Figure 7: Communication with Beesper web server to acquire Wireless Sensor Network data 
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Figure 8 Testing system in Henesis headquarters 
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Figure 10: Beesper node with 
extensimeter sensor 

 
Figure 11: Installed system: existing Beesper system + ARM board with HARPA-OS + battery + camera 
+ solar panels 

  

 

Figure 9: Pietra di Bismantova (RE) 
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3.1 Application infrastructure for HARPA use 
The design of the applications for HARPA use must consider how HARPA-OS works and manages the 

resource allocation and scheduling. In an overview, the system launches a set of applications to process 

data. These applications may be or not HARPA-OS aware. For the former ones, HARPA-OS provides a 

manager where all active applications' resources are allocated and configured; then the application is 

scheduled to run. At this stage each application executes a “unit” of a job, with the current allocated 

resources, and then return the control to HARPA-OS to evaluate and manage resources for the next 

iteration. The applications that are not HARPA-OS aware will keep running as expected while HARPA-

OS will perceive their load as “noise” on the available resources, thus the resources requested by these 

applications should be low and constant. 

Given the general architecture of HARPA-OS the applications better suited to run in such environment 

are the one that: 

 each application is independent from the others, thus requires limited data exchange 

 computational complexity of each application must be scalable according to available resources, 

e.g. 

◦ available cores and cores type for parallel computation; 

◦ different level of algorithm precision; 

◦ for image processing: analysis at different resolution; 

◦ scalable frequency in stream data analysis; 

 the different applications have a different priority level. 

 analyze streaming data, thus natively process data in a iteration-based architecture 

It is important to state that, so far, an application within HARPA framework runs only when scheduled 

by HARPA-OS thus a set of low-computational complexity support applications are needed outside 

HARPA-OS to deal with asynchronous events and I/O. 

 

Figure 12: Henesis application infrastructure 

The general infrastructure of Henesis application is represented in Figure 12. It is possible to observe 

that three applications out of four are managed by HARPA-OS. The application out of HARPA-OS is 

simple monitor for system resources needed by HARPA-OS.  All the HARPA-OS applications have been 

split to match with the HARPA-OS member functions (OnSetup(), OnConfigure(), OnRun(), 

OnMonitor()). 

In the following part each application will be described in details. 
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Video rockfall detection 

The aim of this application is to check if any rockfall, or major modification, has happened on the whole 

rock wall monitored using a high resolution camera. 

The resources available to this application are managed by HARPA-OS. The general processing cycle 

of this application is represented in Figure 13. It is possible to identity four major steps: 

1. Once the application is started it will power up the camera and acquire a set of images in fast 

sequence. The number of images to acquire depends on current resources allocated, thus on 

the currently assigned AWM. A sample image is shown in Figure 14. 

2. Second step is to perform the actual computation. This step will be detailed in the following 

section. The output of this step is one reference image and the rockfall detection output as shown 

in Figure 15. 

3. Third step is to save selected image and results to a temporary local drive storage, to queue for 

remote transmission. During the current test deploy phase, an additional local copy for long-term 

storage is written to a local flash memory. 

4. The forth step reads current energy status, and associated resources from the memory, and 

reconfigure the resources allocated to the application. This is a temporary replacement of an 

HARPA-OS feature since energy-based resource allocation is still in-development. Once 

HARPA-OS will provide energy-based resource scheduling this step will be removed. 

After these four steps the application waits to be rescheduled by HARPA-OS. 

 

Figure 13: Video rockfall detection application 

Video rockfall detection – processing details 

As introduced in the previous section the processing is composed mainly by the first two steps: image 

acquisition and image processing. 

In particular, the algorithm used for markerless detection may be detailed as: 

1. [PRELIMINARY STEP] Definition of a reference image 

2. [PRELIMINARY STEP] Census transformation of the reference image 

3. [STEP 1] Input of a new image 

a. [STEP 2] Evaluation of the quality of the image. If too low, wait for a new image. (LAPV) 

b. [STEP 2] Image area classification (Histograms of Local Binary Pattern) 

c. [STEP 2] Rectification of the new image (Optical Flow) 
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d. [STEP 2] Motion estimation w.r.t reference image (Optical Flow) 

e. [STEP 2] Evaluation of anomalies and alert generation 

f. [STEP 2] Update of motion mask and reference image. 

[PRELIMINARY STEP] These steps are done to prepare the system to the specific installation site. 

The target is to define a starting condition of the system. This information will be automatically updated 

during the system execution. 

[STEP 1] During real-world acquisition the environmental condition can greatly impact on the results. 

In particular conditions like different lighting, low-light, fog, rain and snow may produce images that will 

generate false results thus it is important to assess the image quality before proceeding to perform the 

displacement detection. Since the process of turning on the camera is energy expensive, it may be 

convenient to acquire a set of images at different exposure time in order to detect and analyze the best 

one. The extracted image should have the lowest number of peaks and saturated values, and an almost 

equally distributed histogram among acquired images. The metric for selecting the image is: 

1. Generate and evaluate the 256 bin histogram of each image; 

2. Find the maximum value of each histogram (a standard machine vision technique); 

3. Select the image which have the lowest maximum value. 

[STEP 2a] This step evaluates the quality of the best acquired image, to perform the more complex 

computations only on good quality images in order to reduce false positives/negatives. If the quality is 

too low the application will wait for a new image. 

The methodology applied consists in calculating the variance of Laplacian (LAPV algorithm) as 

described in the paper from Pech, J. et al. “Diatom autofocusing in brightfield microscopy: a comparative 

study” (2000). If the quality of the images is over a threshold then the application will proceed with the 

next step, else it will be rescheduled. 

[STEP 2b] The vegetation present on the rockwall changes at a much greater rate than the rock itself, 

thus it is necessary to classify rock, vegetation and sky in order to define a Region Of Interest (ROI) for 

the rockfall detection. This step does not use the input image but the current reference image. 

The extraction of the ROI uses a Linear-SVM clustering algorithm to classify the areas of the image as 

rock, vegetation or sky. This classification is computed on a set of features extracted by computing local 

histograms of the Local Binary Pattern (LBP) extracted from the reference image. 

Using this classification, it is possible to define a binary image for selecting only the rock areas of the 

image. 

[STEP 2c] The following step of the algorithm aims at compensate pole and camera oscillations due 

to external conditions like wind. The rectification of an image is done using the Optical Flow on the image 

and reference image, both previously transformed with Census. 

The Optical Flow algorithm used is the one in cv::calcOpticalFlowFarneback in OpenCV 3.0.0 

described in the paper “Two-Frame Motion Estimation Based on Polynomial Expansion” from G. 

Farneback. 

The Census transform is a technique addressing the correspondence problem in machine vision. It is 

a non-parametric technique that relies on the ordering of information rather than its actual values. The 

algorithm is based on evaluating a local neighborhood around each pixel in an image, writing into a bit 

string either a 1 (if the intensity of the neighbor pixel is less than that of the reference pixel) or a 0 (if the 

intensity of the neighbor pixel is greater than the reference pixel) or vice-versa. A simplified, faster but 
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less accurate version of the transform does not create a bit string, but sum all the 1. The Census 

transform should be invariant with respect of lights, shadows, contrast and brightness. This technique 

has been custom implemented in order to maximize the execution speed on the selected ARM platform. 

The resulting flow is used for creating pairs of correspondence points and evaluating the homography 

using the cv::findHomography with RANSAC function of OpenCV 3.0.0. The transformation matrix 

is used in the cv::warpPerspective for transform the first image in the coordinates of the reference 

image. Without this step the motion image may contain an increased number of connected components, 

as in Figure 19, generating a false positive. 

[STEP 2d] The motion evaluation step computes the difference between the (rectified) input image and 

the reference image. The comparison is composed by multiple steps: 

1. Optical flow for evaluating the displacements between input and reference image in 2 directions 

(X and Y); 

2. Evaluation of the magnitude of the displacements; 

3. Application of a mask for ignoring frequent false displacements (motion mask: Figure 17); 

4. Application of the region of interest mask for ignoring displacements due to the vegetation and 

clouds. 

The resulted image is named motion image, Figure 16. 

[STEP 2e] The anomaly detection step aims to identify rock movements from vegetation and light 

changes. The computation is composed by: 

1. Threshold the motion image to remove small displacements (due to algorithm precision and 

image resolution); 

2. Segmentation of connected components; 

3. Extraction only of the blobs which have the value of the area in a specific range; 

4. Threshold to generate alerts. 

The extracted blobs represent the areas of motion (displacement area image) of the rockfall as is 

Figure 18 and Figure 19. In order to reduce false alert the following filtering is performed: 

1. Blob filtering with a mask defined from the exponential average of the previous displacements 

to reduce detection false positive. 

2. Blob contour extraction 

3. Selection of the blobs with and area between 2200 and 30000 pixels (to remove too small or too 

big blobs). These values are installation specific and determined by a simple offline optimization 

process. In Figure 18 the selected blobs are highlighted with a red square. 

If, after all the filtering steps, there are still blobs in the displacement area image an alert is generated. 

[STEP 2f] The motion mask is then updated only if the motion image represents only a limited amount 

of displacements, i.e. the area of the image that represents motion (value > 0) in respect to the still area 

(value = 0) is below a fixed threshold. The motion mask is updated using an exponential average of the 

motion image. 

If the motion mask has been updated, the rectified input image is used to update the reference image 

using the exponential average algorithm. 
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Figure 14: Image captured from camera 

 

Figure 15: Processed image: blue=sky, 
green=vegetation, red=rock 

 

Figure 16: Motion image 
 

Figure 17: Motion mask  

 

Figure 18: displacement area image: Anomaly 
correctly detected  

 

Figure 19: displacement area image: Anomaly 
false positive 
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The system has been tuned with an existing dataset of images recorded at 1 image per hour using a 

similar camera already in the same position. Due to low frequency of acquisition, the images shows big 

changes in light and weather conditions that reduce the performance of the vision algorithms. The 

trained system classifies as “alert” 24% images analyzed where the errors are mostly due to quick 

weather and light change conditions. In order to increase the quality of the dataset, the installed system 

save all the acquired images that will be later used to retrain and tune the system to the current operative 

conditions. 

 

Extensometer analysis 

The aim of this application is to model, classify and predict the behavior of the rockwall boulders, 

monitored using a set of extensometers and temperature wireless sensors (Figure 10), to detect 

anomalies and dangerous events. The extensometers sensors used in this application are able to 

measure sub-millimeter rock displacement highlighting very subtle variation that may be correlated with 

the temperature of the rock. 

The site selected to host the HARPA application deployment is already monitored using a Beesper 

Wireless Sensor Network, thus a dataset composed of about 300 days is already available. As already 

introduced the data is retrieved from the Beesper server using a set of API via the Internet. 

During the development phase the whole historical dataset of the extensometers data has been 

downloaded and processed in order to train the machine learning system based on hMPF as already 

introduced in HARPA Deliverable 5.2-M18. The historical data is classified by experts (geologists) 

between normal and not normal behavior and then a model is trained for each extensometer. 

During run time the updated data for each extensometer is retrieved from the Beesper server and is 

processed by the corresponding model. The model output returns the probability that the current 

situation represents a not normal behavior or an anomaly. 

 

Figure 20: Extensometer analysis application 

Extensometer analysis – processing details 

Training phase 

During the training phase the historic sensor data for each extensometer and thermometer is retrieved 

from the database. The sensor data (dilatation and temperature) are converted in variations with respect 

to the moving averages at 1, 2, and 5 days. This data is then classified by expert geologists using a 

custom GUI shown in Figure 22 between normal and not normal behavior. 
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For each extensometer a hMPF network is created. The input of each network is composed by 6 

temporal sequences: 

1. Moving averages of dilatation values within 1, 2 and 5 days 

2. Moving averages of temperature values within 1, 2 and 5 days 

The output of each network is the probability for each new data point to be in a “normal behavior 

sequence” or in a “not normal behavior sequence”. If both these values are low than the network is not 

able to map current behavior to its memory thus the current sequence is an anomaly. 

Another signal named “energy” is generated by computing the standard deviation of the moving 

average dilatation value within 1 day. 

 

The two thresholds for the “normality behavior” and the “energy” are set by choosing the point on the 

ROC curve which is closer to (1,1) as shown in Figure 21. 

A warning is raised if: 

• the “normal behavior” probability is below its threshold 

OR 

• the “energy” is above its threshold 

AND 

• the maximum absolute variation of the measured distance within the previous 5 days is above 

0.06 millimeters. This threshold has been calculated with respect to the error of the sensor. 

The performance achieved of this system depends on the defined thresholds and the sensitivity (true 

positives rate) and specificity (true negatives rate) of the system are, on average, greater than 80%. 

 

Figure 21: ROC curves to tune each extensometer behavior recognition performance 
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Run-time phase 

During the run-time the application will fetch the updated data for each extensometer, update the 

moving averages at different days, update the “energy” signal and feed the computation to all the 

networks. The output value and warning information is then stored, ready to be sent to the HARPA web 

server by the network communication application. 

 

  

 

Figure 22: GUI to classify the extensometer data. Left: representation of dilatation value over time. Right: 
time series of the moving averages 
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Network communication 

The aim of this application is to manage the communication between the Beesper SmartBridge and 

the Beesper-HARPA server. In particular, the main functions are: 

1. Backup data and images to the server; 

2. Send Beesper SmartBridge status, computation results and alerts; 

3. Check and apply available application code update. 

The computational load of this application is low but it may impact on the energy budget since its 

execution involve reading and transmitting alert data which is critical in low-power conditions. In 

particular, if a warning is generated by the camera or the extensometer application an increased rate of 

communication with the server will be set. 

 
Figure 23: Network communication HARPA-OS application 

System monitor 

This application is not managed by HARPA-OS and its functions are: 

1. Initialize the solar charger at boot time; 

2. Synchronize system clock at boot time; 

3. Read battery status from the solar charger and write them to a local file for HARPA-OS usage; 

4. Turn on and off the system based on a static policy for energy reduction during night time. This 

policy will be detailed in section 29. 

The energy requirements for this application are very low and a specific scheduling time generates 

more accurate battery statistics. 

 
Figure 24: System monitor application 
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3.1.1 HARPA specific application customization 
HARPA-OS provides a managed environment where to run the applications. HARPA-OS allocates 

resources to the applications depending on a set of policies, like temperature of the system, available 

energy, system load. The allocation is done by reconfiguring the application to a specific AWM 

(Application Working Mode) defined and profiled offlline. The different AWM represent different 

application modality with different computational requirements. For instance, the application may reduce 

the accuracy or frequency of the algorithm. 

Once the computational unit has finished, the applications must return the control to HARPA-OS in 

order to be, eventually, reconfigured. This interval should be in the “seconds” range. Given this workflow 

the application better suited to exploit HARPA-OS are the ones that analyse streaming data. 

Video rockfall detection – AWM 

This application analyses a stream of images acquired by the camera. As introduced in page 1717 in 

the “Video rockfall detection – processing details“ section the application analyzes a set of images 

and computes a displacement measure. The main knob to tune this application is the rate at which 

acquire new images. The measured energy consumption is from the full system, not only the CPU. 

The defined AWM are: 

• AWM 3: Cycle time: 0 minutes (full speed); camera always ON 

◦ Average energy consumption: 10.12 Wh 

• AWM 2: Cycle time: 1 minute; camera ON only during frame acquisition 

◦ Average energy consumption: 8.57 Wh 

• AWM 1: Cycle time: 10 minutes; camera ON only during frame acquisition 

◦ Average energy consumption: 6.38 Wh 

• AWM 0: Cycle time: 30 minutes; camera ON only during frame acquisition 

◦ Average energy consumption: 6.04 Wh 

Where “cycle time” is the time between two different image acquisitions so the different AWMs have a 

different power consumption. Since the system is battery powered (charged by a solar panel) and the 

target is to maximize the uptime of the system the different AWM will be selected depending on the 

available power. Moreover, the HARPA-OS may reconfigure the application depending on the 

temperature of the system. 

The following table specifies the current behavior of the custom static policy. The goal of this table is 

also to provide an overview of the application requirements, and provides further input for the 

implementation of the HARPA-OS energy-aware policy. 

Selected AWM number 

Power from the panel (W) 

 Power <= 3 
3 < power <= 

20 

20 < power 

<=30 
Power > 30 

Battery charge 

status (%) 

Batt <=10 0 0 1 1 

10< batt <=40 1 1 1 2 

40< batt <=60 1 1 2 3 

60< batt <= 80 2 2 3 3 

Batt > 80 3 3 3 3 
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In order to measure the actual AWM power consumption a test setup of the whole system has been 

created as shown in Figure 8. During this test different power setting were logged thanks to the solar 

charger present in the system. The solar charger allows us to collect the power absorbed by the whole 

system, and the power generated by the solar panel. Figure 25 shows an extract of the test performed 

and it shows that the AWMs changes according to power availability from the solar panels during one 

day. In this figure the battery level is not shown. 

The red line shows the power generated by the panel. The green line shows the power used by the 

system. The horizontal axis represents time and the vertical one reports power in Watts. 

In the morning, when the power generated from the panel (red) and the battery (not shown) were low, 

the selected AWM is AWM_1. During midday, when the panel was generating much power and the 

battery was charging quickly, AWM_2 has been selected. After the battery charge raised, HARPA-OS 

selected AWM_3. When the generated power fell below 5 W and HARPA-OS moved to AWM_1 until 

evening. 

Considering the power consumption of the applications during AWM_1, it is possible to observe some 

peaks that represents the power consumption during image processing times: there are 6 peaks in each 

hour since the cycle time is 10 minutes. From the power consumption of the AWM_2 it is difficult to 

denote the image processing cycles because they are too frequent (1 minutes). AWM_3, instead, 

represents a full speed Video rockfall detection, but does not have a constant power consumption since 

the application does not use the same computational resources for each step. 

So far, the system has been using a custom energy-aware policy, since this feature is a future HARPA-

OS feature. Once this features will be included in HARPA-OS, it will be possible to use it directly. 

 

Figure 25: Video rockwall detection application AWMs power 
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Extensometer analysis – AWM 

This application analyses dilatation and temperature data of a rockwall collected via a wireless sensor 

networks. As previously described the data is retrieved via a web service and then processed on the 

HARPA-enabled Beesper SmartBridge system. This data is updated by the WSN every few minutes 

(from 3 to 60 minutes depending on WSN settings), so the analysis cycle time is not needed to be faster 

than the minimum interval since there wouldn't be any new data. Moreover, in order to grasp the dynamic 

movements, it has been selected 15 minutes as the fastest interval for data analysis. The following 

energy consumption values are for only the CPU, collected using the sensors integrated on the Odroid-

XU3 board. 

The defined AWM are: 

• AWM 3: Cycle time: 15 minutes 

◦ Energy consumption: 2.35 Wh (lab. Test) 

◦ Energy consumption over idle: 0.35 Wh (lab. test) 

• AWM 2: Cycle time: 30 minute 

◦ Energy consumption: 2.15 Wh (lab. Test) 

◦ Energy consumption over idle: 0.15 Wh (lab. test) 

• AWM 1: Cycle time: 60 minutes 

◦ Energy consumption: 2.05 Wh (lab. Test) 

◦ Energy consumption over idle: 0.05 Wh (lab. test) 

The following table specifies how to select the different AWMs: 

Selected AWM number 
Power from the panel (W) 

 power <= 3 3 < power <= 20 20 < power <=30 power > 30 

Battery 

charge 

status 

(%) 

batt <=10 1 1 1 1 

10< batt <=40 1 1 1 2 

40< batt <=60 1 1 2 3 

60< batt <= 80 2 2 3 3 

batt > 80 3 3 3 3 

The power consumption of this application is lower than the video-based one. Nevertheless, it provides 

a very important source of information, since it is not limited by light conditions, thus its availability is 

mandatory. 

Network communication – AWM 

This application loads results from the video and extensometer applications and send them to the 

Beesper-HARPA webserver together with log information. The power consumption of this application is 

low. 

At the current status this application is scheduled every 10 minutes in order to have a consistent log to 

collect the information needed to tune the system. At a later stage of the project, the cycle time of this 

application will depend on the application AWM, assigned on the basis of system conditions and 

computation results. For instance, if an alarm condition is detected a quicker notification is preferred. Or 

if the battery level is low a faster cycle time with lower data exchanged (i.e. no image upload) is preferred.  
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3.1.2 Installation of HARPA-OS layer and RTE into application 
The selection of the AWMs is based on the battery level and the power generated from the solar panel. 

For instance, Figure 26 shows the transitions of AWMs in the period 15-22 October 2015. The blue line 

represents the power generated from the solar panel for charging the battery, while the red line 

represents the battery level. The green area defines the AWM evaluated from the AWMs selection table 

shown in the previous section. 

The figure highlights the behavior of the system in critical conditions due, for instance, to cloudy or 

rainy days. Starting from AWM_1 in October 15, a sunny day, the battery level raised and the system 

moved to AWM_2. In the period October 16-17, two more sunny days, the system switched to AWM_3 

for a limited amount of time. The following days, October 18-19, were cloudy and brought to a drop in 

the generated power and a fall of the battery level: the selected AWM first switched to AWM_1 (20 

October) and then to AWM_0 (21 October) to prevent the shutdown of the system. After these critical 

days, the sun of the 22 October restored the battery to a safe level and allowed the transition to the 

AWM_2. Thanks to the HARPA-OS management, the Video Rockfall detection and the Extensometer 

Analysis were able to keep the minimum level of Quality of Service required from the application during 

cloudy days while performing at greater quality when power was available. 

The application relies on HARPA-OS in order to perform all its task and doesn't need any specific 

integration with HARPA-RTE layer. 

 

Figure 26: Selection of the AWMs (green) based in the battery level (red) and the power generated 
form the solar panel (blue) 
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3.2 Analysis of HARPA performance 

3.2.1 Hardware platform evaluation 
The Odroid-XU3 is an energy-efficient multicore ARM platform based on the Samsung Exynos5422 

with a Cortex A15 2.0Ghz quad core and a Cortex A7 quad core CPUs. 

The OS used is the HARPA-enhanced Linux version developed by Politecnico di Milano (POLIMI) to 

specifically support the Odroid-XU3 platform. 

Extensive testing of the whole system, Odroid-XU3 plus the solar charger and DC/DC converter, has 

been performed in order to test the resilience capabilities and global power usage. 

Power consumption 

The tool shown in Figure 27 has been developed by Henesis to monitor and set also the operating 

parameters of the entire Odroid-XU3 board, like the CPUs and GPU frequencies and fan speed. 

The operating system of the Odroid-XU3 has been tuned in order to reduce the power usage by 

lowering the GPU frequency. 

The measured idle power consumption of the Odroid-XU3 board has been measured as 2 Watts. 

To measure the idle power usage of the whole system it has been used the advanced capabilities of 

the solar charger. The measured power usage is 5.5W. 

Using simulation results from the energy model presented in Deliverable D5.2 and real measures of 

the solar power available at the installation site it has been calculated that the system must be turned 

off during part of the night. This behavior is needed because the specific installation site receives solar 

illumination for a limited amount of hours each day. Moreover, it has not been possible to change 

installation site to maximize the solar power available given the touristic nature of the location. 

These limitations will put the HARPA system to even more stress since the power budgeting will be 

even more critical to increase the uptime of the system. 

 

Figure 27: The tool developed by Henesis to monitor and set the parameters of the simulation 
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Battery analysis 

The solar charger is able to log all the variables of the power system, in particular the power generated 

form the solar panel, and the battery percentage used for the selection of the AWMs. However, the 

logged battery percentage does not represent a reliable indicator of the status of the battery while the 

charging operations. Figure 28 shows the behavior of logged battery percentage (blue): during charging, 

the logged battery percentage raises to an almost 100% value and, then fall down to a less than 40% 

value after the first discharging minutes. This behavior could lead to problems in AWMs selection, so a 

new battery level indicator (red) has been defined from the logged battery voltage. The first step in the 

definition of the new indicator named rescaled battery percentage: the logged battery voltage has been 

rescaled to be represented in percentage in respect to the allowed range (green). Since during charging 

periods it is not possible to known the real battery voltage using the current solar charger, the rescaled 

battery percentage keeps the value of the last discharging time. The final battery level indicator 

(resampled battery percentage, red) is defined as a downsampling in 10 steps of the rescaled battery 

percentage. 

The defined battery level indicator represents an enough reliable value of the energy stored in the 

battery for using in the process of selection of the AMWs. 

 

Figure 28: Evaluation of the battery level for the selection of the AWMs. Battery percentage logged from 
the solar charger (blue). Battery percentage defined from the battery voltage (green). Battery level 
defined as downsampling the green time series (red). 
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Solar charger analysis 

The second indicator for evaluating the current AWM is the power generated form the solar panel and 

used for charging the battery. Since the charging power logged from the solar charger is a reliable value, 

the only step needed for evaluating the charging level is the application of the thresholds defined in the 

AWM selection table. Figure 29 highlights the evaluation of the battery charging levels in the period 16-

20 October 2015. During sunny days, like 16 and 17 October, the battery level indicator (green) is able 

to reach the range (20, 30] W and, during summer, even more: thus is denoting that the battery is 

charging quickly. During cloudy days, like the 18 and 20 October, the indicator keeps below 3 W, 

signaling that the battery is not charging at all. 19 October can be seen as a standard Autumn day, with 

sparse clouds that leads to a charging level in range (3, 20] W. 

 

Figure 29: Evaluation of the battery charging levels for the selection of the AWMs. Power for charging 
the battery logged from the solar charger (blue). Resampled power used for evaluating the AWMs 
(green). 

3.3 Foreseen validation strategies 
The foreseen validation strategy consists in logging all the data available about power generation, 

power usage, time spent on the different AWM and uptime by exploiting the custom created logging 

application that sends this data to the remote webserver. 

After several months it will be possible to compute accurate and realistic statistics about the available 

solar energy in the testing site. 

Using this information, it will be possible to simulate the expected performance of the system without 

HARPA-OS in terms of uptime and performance of the system and compare them with the logged ones. 
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4 Conclusions 
 

Thales and Henesis have ported their target applications to HARPA-OS and have installed HARPA-

OS on the specific hardware platforms. In particular, it has been demonstrated how HARPA-OS provides 

a suitable environment to port existing applications. 

Moreover, the validation strategies have been defined and it will be possible to measure the impact of 

the HARPA methodology on real world applications. 


